Este artigo discute como um profundo comprometimento com os conceitos de inclusão e exclusão pode ajudar a transformar nosso pensamento e prática em questões de grande importância para a sociedade e a educação. A tarefa de desenvolver o pensamento e a prática inclusivos, compensando o pensamento e a ação excludentes na educação e na sociedade nunca foi tão importante. Abordagens econômicas globais contribuem para as grandes desigualdades de renda, saúde, segurança, respeito, qualidade de vida e sustentabilidade dos ambientes que, por sua vez, alimentam a migração em massa. Manter um mundo natural capaz de promover o florescimento humano tornou-se fundamental para entender e excluir as pressões para nós no futuro e para milhões de pessoas no presente. Continuamos arruinando a casa que compartilhamos. No entanto, a falha em lidar rapidamente com a destruição ambiental causada pelos seres humanos, incluindo o aquecimento global, deixou um tempo limitado para ação. Como educadores, temos a responsabilidade de nos distanciar das concepções limitadas dos papéis que herdamos e de promover uma educação que seja parte da solução para os problemas urgentes do nosso tempo. 
Introduction
I start with a prologue about the fundamental connection of people to the earth is presented. It emphasises the urgency of facing up to the excluding pressures on all of us produced by environmental degradation and climate change and how this must shape the opportunities for learning in schools. It suggests that inclusive educational practice requires us to revise our understanding of the connection between our minds and bodies and hence the connection between ourselves and the natural world.
It portrays inclusion as one, but only one, answer to the question: 'How shall we live together?' The framing of our lives by inclusive values is contrasted with an answer built on excluding values. It shows the similarities between this quest and an approach to economics starting from a similar fundamental question. Afterwards it's emphasised the deep importance of making our curricula frameworks a more inclusive answer to a second 
Prologue
In April 2017 I visited San Pedro de Atacama in the north of Chile, to relax, star gaze and contemplate. One morning we got up before sunrise to view the volcanic site of bubbling, spurting, geysers in the El Tatio geyser field and watch as, anchored by gravity to the spinning earth we fell into the view of the sun. I was particularly taken with the elemental chemical reactions around the geyser mouths, their colours and the attraction to the heat of a ring of green thermophylic plant life. This adaptation of life to an unpromising environment provided an image of beautiful fragility. These areas of constant change around the geyser opening, like the incessant brushing of waves on the sea-shore, are considered by many to be the origin of molecules sufficiently complex to enter into a spiral of self-reproduction.
Stories of the origins of complexity from particulate simplicity, from star-dust to humanity, remind us of our physical nature, our connection to the fundamental particles that build everything. We are one solution to a set of equations about the composition of our universe. As things seem at the moment this solution may have little permanence. The
Italian Physicist Carlo Rovelli, in his beautiful little book, Seven Brief Lessons on Physics, takes this view:
I believe that our species will not last long. It does not seem to be made of the stuff that has allowed the turtle, for example, to continue to exist more or less unchanged for hundreds of millions of years; for hundreds of times longer, that is, than we have been in existence. We belong to a short-lived genus of species. All of our cousins are already extinct. What's more we do damage. The brutal climate and environmental changes which we have triggered are unlikely to spare us. For the Earth they may turn out to be a small irrelevant blip, but I do not think we will outlast them unscathed -especially since public and political opinion prefers to ignore the dangers which we are running, hiding our heads in the sand. We are perhaps the only species on Earth to be conscious of the inevitability of our individual mortality. I fear that soon we shall also have to become the only species that will knowingly watch the coming of its own collective demise, or at least the demise of its civilization. As educators we have to take a more optimistic view of the future whatever the strength of the evidence pointing in the other direction. Educators are required to seek out reasons for hope. This does not mean that we hide from the truths that prompted Rovello's conclusions. For we are also required to face up to the harshest of realities in our localities and around the world so that we co-create ourselves and others as informed citizens. We have to work collectively to offer to future generations, ways of reducing the impact of destructive forces. We have to be especially creative to address one aspect of reality to which Rovello alludes: our capacity, when faced with disturbing evidence and experience, to deny what we see or hear, to rapidly forget, to compartmentalise it in our minds, so that it is only examined in limited, psychologically safe, circumstances unconnected to the useful action that is required for the situation to improve. We mobilise denial in ourselves when we feel existential threats to our identities, our personal survival and the survival of our ways of life. In this way we become conspirators in our own oppression, forced to look at the world with a sideways glance. So the task of reducing global warming might be best addressed to the need to overcome denial of global warming (MARSHALL, 2014) .
Very few of us face up to our own mortality, integrating its truth, throughout our lives and not only when we are given due warning that it may be imminent. If we hide from our own mortality then we obscure the necessity for thinking about the mortality of others. We can behave as if the life-limiting, profoundly exclusionary changes, we are making to the world will have no impact on ourselves, our children or grandchildren.
A recognition that global warming and environmental degradation more widely are threats to human flourishing in the relatively short term, should have a profound effect on education and every other aspect of society and human interaction including the way we think, write and act. Engaging others in finding ways to mitigate and reverse environmental degradation is an imperative for education and should inform the form and content of teaching and learning. In his later writings Felize Guattari, incorporated the ecological imperative into what he called 'ecosophy' (GUATTARI, 2000) . For Guattari as later for Naomi Klein the reality of global warming 'changes everything' (KLEIN, 2014).
Guattari argued "ecology questions the whole of subjectivity and capitalistic power formations". His insertion of ecology into the way we think about ourselves was repeated simultaneously by Edgar Morin (2001) who asks us to counter the specialising and compartmentalising tendencies of a neoliberal education through connectedness:
"Connectedness should replace disjunction and bring about symbiosophy -the wisdom of living together."
Allowing our subjectivity to engage with ecological reality helps to move beyond an illusion that our minds can transcend their integration with our bodies and the biological conditions for our bodily and mental health. The education systems that we have instituted and the dominant ways of thinking about society that shape our cultures are designed to do the opposite: to delude us into thinking that our minds (us) are separate from our bodies (them) and the material conditions for sustaining them. A major task of educators in the 21st century is to forge a reconnection of mind and body, ourselves and our environments and the other animate and inanimate beings which share our planetary home. This is not about playing with words, it is a matter of choosing life or the extinction of everybody: of inclusion or exclusion. The framework can be seen as a values universe, an answer to the question: 'How should we live together?' This age old philosophical question took the form in past eras of:
'How should a rich man live?' But I give it a more inclusive form, an answer for the 21st
Century: 'How should we live together on this planet -an interconnected 'us' -'animals, trees, rocks and air?' The value of environmental sustainability, of care for the earth and the survival of life forms is there as an imperative for education. If we are to take the small chance we have to limit the tide of catastrophic environmental destruction, including global warming, then we need to educate children, young people and ourselves to respect the earth and its limits.
In The whole scheme is meant to encourage others to develop schemes with meanings for them and their communities rather than to provide a prescription. At times there is resistance to aspects of the Index because discrimination towards a particular group, such as Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer minorities is so entrenched that people argue that mention of such groups puts people off from using the Index. One group argued that such mention was irrelevant since they did not have gay people in their country. I asked them if they had trees: "Oh yes we have trees…"
Headings were developed and added in conversation with others in many countries.
So "love" used to mean 'a deep caring which asks for nothing in return', was added following the work in Brazil and conversations with students in Mexico. I was struck during a visit to a hostel for vulnerable children in a Rio Municipality by the dedication of the woman who ran it. I asked her why she did it and she replied: "it's a matter of love".
Later the Mexican students said that "love" was missing from my scheme and asked why it was not there. By this point I had recognised its importance as a source of motivation for action but acknowledged that perhaps it is not there because, "I am English". I decided to include it from that point on. Nell Nodding's has written on an "ethic of care" for education where she makes a similar case for the importance of such a value (NODDINGS, 2005) .
It has been suggested that the value heading of 'responsibility' is missing from the framework; the idea that we should take and be held responsibility for our actions and that we have obligations towards others. The notion of obligations is present in the discussion of the values of compassion, rights and respect for diversity. I think responsibility, as accountability for action, underpins a values framework. It is assumed in the injunction to make explicit the values underlying our actions.
A foundation question for Economics
The injunction to begin the development of schools and education systems from healthy, participative, dignified life for everyone who she sees as set out in the millennium development goals but can equally be related to human rights and fundamental needs.
Outside the ring are the points where economic action breaches the limits of environmental safety: from catastrophic climate change; to sea acidification and pollution; the loss of soil values (see Figure 3) . Neo-liberal values dominate thinking about education and are always liable to subvert and take over from more inclusive values. In this way a concern with equality can give way to a concern with hierarchy, rights to opportunity, participation to consumption, community to in-group, respect for diversity to monoculture, sustainability Neoliberal values are reflected in the market fundamentalism that gained increasing traction in the 1980s in the UK, US and elsewhere. It was given the name Thatcherism in the UK and Reaganism in the US but was much wider than that. It was fed at the end of the 1980s by the collapse of the Soviet Union and the belief that only one kind of extreme capitalist economic system was possible. I have characterised the prevailing value system of that time as 'grandchild murder', or 'nepocide'. This is meant to emphasise the destructiveness to future generations of market fundamentalism and refers to the announcement by Margaret Thatcher of her first grandchild in 1989 on the steps of Downing Street, the prime-minister's residence, with the words: "we have become a grandmother". It was chilling to think how she and others were bequeathing to their own families an economic rapaciousness with which a faltering planet would be unable to cope with. 
Values Protégées At Candor Primary School
Nevertheless when teachers, governors, children and young people engage with values literacy exercises as part of their engagement with the Index, they may be surprised at the ease with which fluency begins to come and important connections are made. In an effort to counter the prevailing conception of education in Preshire, where we were also working with the Index, we set up a week where schools along the route that Queen Boudica took when she was attempting to oust the romans from Britain a couple of thousand years ago. She had been incensed by the lack of recognition that the Romans gave her after the death of her husband. The project was called 'Walking the Boudica Way' which had both a literal and metaphorical meaning of walking with a sense of confidence and pride that you could take control of your own development.
At one school on the route they decided to spend a day making values shields, discussing the deep meaning of values and thinking about what they valued most inside and outside school. Under adult guidance at Candor, the children were learning to think critically and creatively and were invited to gain confidence in their ideas by sharing their reflections with a group of visitors coming for the morning into their hive of joyful activity.
In the days leading up to the event a teaching assistant had painted a tree on the wall of the school hall with the values headings from the Index in its branches. The tree represented the old cherry tree in the school playground which staff and children had could do for the school. She explained that values were not just words but had to be connected to actions and that this could improve their school.
As I entered one classroom, where children were busy drawing and writing on their shields, eight year old Travis greeted me with barely contained excitement. He had identified me as the author of the book he had been hearing about in assembly which was the basis for that day's activity and wanted to share his thoughts: "Are you The idea that the love he felt in his family could be transferred as a key value for developing his school seemed revelatory for him and was a justification for including it within the framework of values. In developing the framework of values for the third edition of the Index some had suggested limiting the framework to a small number of values headings. In discussions around Preshire it had been salutary how many governors and teachers also saw 'love' as well as notions of 'beauty' and 'joy' as starting points for exploring the interconnecting values universe in the Index as a way to consider improvements to their schools.
Another implication of the depth of thinking of the young people came from the reaction to the mild celebrity that had been conferred on me by the head teacher in her assembly. In another class some children asked me for my autograph and I had to explain how the value of equality, part of the values framework of the Index, meant that I thought we were of equal importance as people; that they had no more reason to have my autograph than I had to ask for theirs, that if they really believed that they and their ideas were as important as me and mine then they would feel more confident and find learning easier and more exciting. They listened carefully and one of them commented: "that was really inspiring", then they proceeded to joyfully show me the mixture of values headings
and drawings of what they valued, with which they were decorating their shields.
In a third classroom, a child had picked up on the importance of equality and added it to her shield. It was to protect the friendship with "my best friend who is black". Others drew on ideas of sustainability, community, participation to illustrate their art work.
Overall the children, with the support of discussion with staff investigated and used the sixteen values of the Index framework. After they made their own shields in class groups the children were invited into each other's classrooms to talk with other children about what they had made. Their keenness, joy in their own and each other's work and depth of understanding of difficult ideas were impressive.
Classroom ambassadors gain respect in Postshire
Aspen School is a primary school in Postshire where the municipality initiated work with schools which they opted to call 'putting inclusive values at the heart of school improvement'. Schools were invited to work with the Index in order to add more inclusive ways of working into the school in a local authority already rated highly on national attainment league tables. The county officers were aware, that a sizeable minority of students did not benefit from existing efforts at school improvement and they wanted to adapt their approach so that it benefited everybody. The initiators of the work had known and liked the Index for Inclusion since its first edition in 2000, and one of them had visited 'Preshire' and talked with the senior adviser promoting the work there. They saw its wider adoption in the County as a way to strengthen learning and participation for everyone, while continuing to meet the challenges of the inspection system. The initiative spread rapidly, with one hundred and fifty schools signing up to work with the Index to greater and lesser extents.
Aspen School became deeply involved. It did not fit the average pattern of schools in the County being in an area recognized nationally as of considerable deprivation. A new head, Theresa Hart, had taken on the job of revitalizing a school told by the Inspectors that it 'required improvement'. When she took up her position, relationships with families were described as "toxic", with parents spreading negative stories about the school. The head saw the potential of the Index, at an initial training event for head teachers and governors, to give major impetus to the direction she was negotiating with her staff. She rapidly built several indicators into her development planning. She played a lead role in the 'federation' of schools consisting of a secondary school and its feeder primaries who agreed a shared plan to support each other to implement key elements of the Index. My aim was to build on Rosy's suggestion of 'Respect' with the notion of 'Respect for Diversity' in the Index. I said that I liked the way diversity meant "the way that we're all the same and we're all different." I asked the children how people were different and they responded: "boys and girls", "adults and children", "hair colour", "personalities", "wearing different clothes". I added "some of us have more hair and some less", and this was followed by the suggestion "the colour of our eyes". Then we talked about how we are all the same and the children added their ideas:
We're all the same because we're all people and it doesn't matter if you're a girl or a boy, you're still a person and should be respected in the same way.
We moved on to considering the similarities in the places we live, in houses, and streets, until one child suggests that we all live "on earth". A boy took up the connection between 'respect for diversity' and 'the earth' and another child used this idea of a shared journey to push the conversation in a new direction: Finally, a girl who had been quiet and thinking deeply gave her view of the journey 'we're all on': "I know the answer" she said. "It's to be who you really are."
It took me a few moments to recognise the profundity of what she had said and after a couple of stumbles I came up with: The children responded immediately with shared understanding: "happy", "excited", "joyful".
I was pleased that we had moved on to talking about common values for the whole community rather than only school values as an encouragement to children's learning. I was impressed with the children's ease in conversing about ethics. I was moved by beautiful moments in the dialogue. It added to confidence about the significant role values can play in thinking deeply about change for adults, for children, for everyone.
Concluding remarks
The Index provides opportunities for people to develop their capacities for putting inclusive values into action. This is never a simple matter and is made even more complex by the formidable counter pressures, the neoliberal policies that push education in quite a different direction. So as things are there are no simple stories of inclusion success in my country as in many other countries but a complex interweaving of gains made, possibilities envisaged, and setbacks overcome or not.
The cloud of environmental destruction that hangs over present and future generations like the mushroom cloud of impending nuclear devastation that hung over preceding generations 4, has the one advantage of focusing our minds on what must happen. We need to constantly echo the words of Naomi Klein and Felize Guattari that because of environmental threats, everything has to change, economics as much as education. We have to succeed. So we will.
